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THERE ARE FEW enterprise applications that are not avail-
able as cloud apps, and businesses are doing a lot of hard 
thinking about when to jump in, as you’ll learn from 
reading this issue of Business Information.

The choices run the gamut. Take manufacturer CCI 
Industries. “We’ve completely jumped in—or jumped 
up into—the cloud with both feet. We’re going with ev-
erything,” says Jeffrey Aznavorian, CCI’s chief operating 
officer, in Brenda Cole’s cover story on how much ERP 
functionality companies are putting in the cloud.

Then there’s Anisa International, another midsize 
manufacturer, which is moving in a more measured way, 
deploying NetSuite’s cloud ERP platform module by 
module, according to Gary Heege, senior vice president 
of finance and IT. “We’re a relatively small company and 
didn’t want the heavy hardware investment that comes 
with, say, Oracle—but we wanted the functionality,” 
Heege says. He adds, though, that factors such as a lack 
of IT resources mandated a gradual rollout.

Still, CCI Industries and Anisa are in the minority, 
experts say, because many businesses remain skittish 
about putting financial and customer data in the cloud, 
despite the advantages. There are ways to alleviate the 
concerns about moving enterprise systems like busi-
ness intelligence to the cloud, writes TechTarget analyst 

Wayne Eckerson. If anything, the cloud will lower costs, 
he writes, and that alone could be enough to outweigh 
the risks.

The decision to move to the cloud may ultimately not 
be in the hands of your company’s IT leaders, but in the 
hands of your customers, both internal and external. 
“Our initial motivator was fear [of being left behind by 
business users],” says Jon Peirce, senior vice president of 
IT at EMC, in Stephanie Neil’s story on companies offer-
ing IT as a Service, turning traditional IT departments 
into internal service providers. “But now we are better 
business partners. We, as an IT organization, are viewed 
strategically and in a more positive light.”

The bottom line is what is really going to drive more 
adoption of the cloud for business applications. There 
used to be the same hesitation about online banking, and 
now online is driving much of the growth in the finan-
cial services industry. And, as Forrester Research analyst 
China Martens points out inside, “As people get more 
comfortable with cloud elsewhere in the business, they 
start thinking ‘Where else can I apply that?’ ”

The answer? Everywhere. n

SCOT PETERSEN is editorial director of TechTarget’s Business  
Applications and Architecture Media Group. Email him at  
spetersen@techtarget.com.

EDITOR’S NOTE  |  SCOT PETERSEN

Above the Fray

mailto:spetersen@techtarget.com
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TREND SPOTTER  |  EXECUTIVE DASHBOARD

Mobile 
Business 
Process 
Makeovers 
Companies spend more  
on developing mobile apps 
than on adapting their  
business processes for  
mobile computing, but  
Forrester analysts say  
that’s set to change.

$1.6b 
Spending on mobile  
application development, 
2012

$200m 
Spending on mobile  
business process  
reinvention, 2012

$5.6b 
Projected spending  
on mobile application  
development, 2015

$7.6b 
Projected spending  
on mobile business  
process reinvention,  
2015 

SOURCE: FORRESTER RESEARCH INC.

56
The average per-
centage increase, 
year over year, 
in business data 
volumes
SOURCE: ABERDEEN GROUP INC.

18
The percentage of 
organizations that 
have completed 
companywide roll-
outs of enterprise 
content manage-
ment systems
SOURCE: ASSOCIATION  
FOR INFORMATION AND IMAGE 
MANAGEMENT

70
The percentage of 
business managers 
who said imple-
menting a BI or an-
alytics system was 
a priority this year
SOURCE: THE HACKETT  
GROUP INC.

Jobs Available for New Graduates 

IT/systems analyst

Programmer/developer

Data management professional

Other business analyst

Project manager

Marketing analyst

Data scientist

BASED ON A SURVEY OF 308 HIRING MANAGERS; SOURCE: STATE OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE  
SURVEY, BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CONGRESS, TERADATA

Customer Data Used to Make Decisions 

Business consumer data (business to business)

End consumer data (business to consumer)

Citizen data (public sector)

Patient data (medical sector)

Other (inmate, physician, student, industry)

BASED ON A SURVEY OF 283 RESPONDENTS COLLECTING CUSTOMER DATA;  
SOURCE: SOURCEMEDIA, SAS INSTITUTE INC.

50%

46%

44%

40%

35%

22%

22%

66%

59%

29%

23%

4%
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TREND SPOTTER  |  VERBATIM

“ One of the worst things I hear from  
customers is, ‘We have an Oracle, SAP  
or IBM strategy.’ Basically, what that 
means is you’ve abdicated your strategy  
to your vendor, and that’s not good.”
THOMAS OTTER, who was a Gartner analyst and is now  
director of product management at SAP’s SuccessFactors  
unit, on HR IT strategy

“ It was like a turd in the big data punchbowl.”
NATE SILVER, author and blogger, on the reception to his book  
The Signal and the Noise

“ What we’re trying  
to do here is build 
tools where maybe 
it’s the same data 
being presented to 
users, but in different 
ways and formats.”
DAN JONES, director of business  
intelligence at Quicken Loans 
Inc., on developing BI dash-
boards to meet the diverse 
needs of the mortgage lender’s 
business users

“ If you are not investigat- 
ing the potential uses of 
analytics in your company 
right now, then I hope you 
are writing your resume.”
BRANDON BROWN, Trident Marketing CIO,  
on his company’s use of analytics to  
measure customer staying power

“ The cloud certainly provides value,  
but the hype surrounding it these days  
has been a bit over the top. Fortunately,  
we seem to be coming out of that stage  
of peak inflated expectations.”
ROB DAIGNEAU, director of custom application development  
at Slalom Consulting, in a discussion on the convergence  
of Web APIs, the cloud and mobile

“ If we are going become relevant, we’ve got to get off this batch mode. 
What do we use big data for if we have to wait until [the] month’s end?”

STEVE PLAYER, founder and managing partner of The Player Group, on why finance departments should  
move toward a rolling forecast model

http://searchfinancialapplications.techtarget.com/feature/Oracle-Taleo-integration-progressing-well-despite-some-customer-pain
http://searchcio.techtarget.com/podcast/Signal-noise-and-big-data-hype-at-the-crossroads-of-Gartner-BI-and-MDM-summits
http://searchbusinessanalytics.techtarget.com/news/2240180399/Business-intelligence-program-needs-long-term-tending-to-fully-blossom
http://searchbusinessanalytics.techtarget.com/news/2240180399/Business-intelligence-program-needs-long-term-tending-to-fully-blossom
http://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/news/2240182553/Marketing-company-uses-in-database-analytics-to-fight-customer-churn
http://searchsoa.techtarget.com/podcast/Inside-the-world-of-Web-APIs-the-cloud-and-mobile-technology
http://searchsoa.techtarget.com/podcast/Inside-the-world-of-Web-APIs-the-cloud-and-mobile-technology
http://searchfinancialapplications.techtarget.com/news/2240181308/Rolling-forecast-model-can-improve-usefulness-of-financial-data
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TREND SPOTTER  |  MEETING ROOM

WHEN RESEARCHERS AT pharmaceutical giant Pfizer Inc. 
need a data mart to analyze the effectiveness of a pro-
posed new drug, there’s a good chance they’ll run into 
Pat Saucier. 

Saucier is in charge of the group that manages data 
warehousing and related technologies for Pfizer’s sci-

entists, researchers and assorted busi-
ness users. His official title is, well, a 
mouthful. 

“I am the director of solution strat-
egy, information architecture, for 
Pfizer’s research and development 
worldwide regulatory safety and med-

ical business intelligence group,” he said 
dryly. “And for your information it does not fit on a busi-
ness card.”

Saucier has worked in IT for more than 25 years, fo-
cusing mainly on database development and data ware-
housing—and more generally on using information to 
solve business problems. He’s seen a lot of things change 
over the years, with perhaps the most notable shift com-
ing in how businesses approach the concept of data  
itself.

While Saucier and his team deal with complex tech-
nologies, they’re always careful to keep the needs of the 

business front of mind. One way they accomplish this 
is by continually referring to internal users as “business 
technology clients.” 

“At Pfizer, we call it BT—business technology—be-
cause we never want to forget business with our technol-
ogy,” he said. 

He spent 14 years as a consultant with Vertex Inc., 
based in New Britain, Conn., and helped that manage-
ment consultancy create a business intelligence (BI) 
group. At Vertex, he also focused on extract, transform 
and load development, data mart design, master data 
management (MDM) and information architecture. 

Saucier has worked for Pfizer twice. The first time 
was through his consulting job at Vertex. He left that 
position in 2005 to lead a data warehousing group at 
General Electric. He returned to Pfizer as a consultant in 
2006 and became a full-fledged member of the staff two 
years later. He worked as an MDM program manager and 
enterprise information architect before turning to his 
current focus on research-related data warehousing and 
BI. “All things data kind of fold under my purview,” he 
explained.

Over the last quarter century, Saucier has seen busi-
nesses gradually wake up to the notion that data needs 
to be managed as an asset, and that process has included 

A Formula for Success at Pfizer

PAT SAUCIER

http://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/video/Pfizers-Michael-Linhares-talks-about-data-virtualization-software
http://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/video/Pfizers-Michael-Linhares-talks-about-data-virtualization-software
http://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/feature/Qualcomm-speeds-up-chip-development-with-data-virtualization-software
http://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/feature/Qualcomm-speeds-up-chip-development-with-data-virtualization-software
http://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/news/2240165598/Zornes-connects-the-dots-between-big-data-and-master-data-management
http://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/news/2240165598/Zornes-connects-the-dots-between-big-data-and-master-data-management
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TREND SPOTTER  |  MEETING ROOM

a growing emphasis on MDM and data governance. For 
example, the early days of data warehousing focused 
largely on providing the business with decision support 
and reporting capabilities. While those things are still 
important, attention has now shifted to total information 
management, he said. As part of that, organizations have 
become more interested in clearly identifying where data 
is coming from, where it is going, how it is processed and 
how the business is using it. 

Saucier uses the words information and data carefully, 
pointing out that they have two distinct meanings. Data 
is a mass of unorganized factoids in need of processing. 
Information is processed data presented in a useful con-
text. “Data people would think about databases and data 
structure. Information is that data that is used to make 
informed business decisions,” he said.

The increased attention being paid to MDM and data 
governance is symptomatic of a desire among businesses’ 
many moving parts to agree on a “single source of the 
truth” of information and, as a result, ensure greater con-
sistency. Saucier cautioned, however, that arriving at that 
one source is an ongoing process that requires agility. 

“It’s a gradual approach to single sources of the in-
formation, and for me that gradual approach says, Let’s 
collect the data, let’s organize the data and let’s put it in 
an information model that can be used to make business 
decisions,” he said. “Once we do that and we identify 

where our authoritative sources are for that piece of the 
data, then we can start having consumers of that data—
whether they be systems or business [users]—now con-
suming the same data.”

Saucier stressed the importance of data consistency, 
explaining that an organization must have consistent 
data before it can have high-quality data.

Data conformity “gives the organization a consistent 
picture of their data and then allows the business to de-
fine what high-quality data is, so that they’re not saying, 
‘This is my data and that is your data. My data is better 
than your data,’ ” he said. “This is our data. We own the 
data and we govern the data.” n

MARK BRUNELLI is news director for the Business Applications and  
Architecture Media Group at TechTarget. Email him at mbrunelli 
@techtarget.com and follow him on Twitter: @Brunola88.

SAUCIER SAYS THAT DATA  
IS A MASS OF UNORGA NIZED 
FACTOIDS. INFORMATION IS 
PROCESSED DATA PRESENTED 
IN A USEFUL CONTEXT.

http://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/feature/Mission-impossible-Data-governance-process-takes-on-big-data
http://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/feature/Mission-impossible-Data-governance-process-takes-on-big-data
mailto:mbrunelli@techtarget.com
mailto:mbrunelli@techtarget.com
https://twitter.com/Brunola88
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TREND SPOTTER  |  WHAT’S THE BUZZ?

GAMIFICATION applies elements of competitive play to 
work, with the aim of building motivation into projects 
and interactions and increasing the amount and time-
liness of performance feedback. Most products create 
competitive environments where employees achieve 
goals and earn rewards. Others are designed to ramp up 
customer loyalty and encourage participation in training 
programs. 

THE BUZZ
Business leaders see gamification software as a silver bul-
let that will grow employee productivity. Industry watch-
ers say making goals concrete and providing constant 

feedback could help employees reach them faster.

THE REALITY
According to Gartner Inc., 80% of current gamification 
products will fail to meet business objectives through 
2014. Experts caution that gamification initiatives re-
quire significant upkeep to sustain interest—that is, if 
users are interested in the first place. Jesse Schell, CEO 
of Schell Games, said gamification projects must be “ap-
pealing, engaging, effortless, uncheatable and not embar-
rassing,” a tall order. Turns out fun might be more work 
than business leaders asked for. n

—EMMA SNIDER, SearchFinancialApplications.com

The Gamification Equation

Gaming  
the  
System
The number and 
types of gamification 
platforms have  
exploded in recent 
years. Here are a few.

Wasabi Waiter by Knack 
Tasks job candidates with  
“playing” a waiter and scores 
their performance

Pepsi Sound Off by Gigya 
Creates a social media forum  
for people watching Pepsi- 
sponsored TV shows

Bunchball Nitro 
Allows companies to tailor  
their own gamification programs 
to meet business goals

http://searchconsumerization.techtarget.com/news/2240177347/Enterprise-gamification-improves-productivity-motivates-workers
http://searchfinancialapplications.techtarget.com/feature/Gamification-software-still-in-its-infancy-but-useful-for-some
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AMAZON WEB SERVICES has turned plenty of heads with 
the introduction of Amazon Redshift, its new data ware-
house in the cloud. And it’s looking like the benefits of 
Redshift and similar offerings are beginning to outweigh 
the drawbacks in the minds of managers at companies 
large and small.

Like Amazon’s other forays into cloud computing, the 
new service promises to reduce the financial expense and 
administrative burden associated with do-it-yourself IT. 
Traditional data warehousing is notoriously expensive, 
time-consuming and inflexible, and Redshift can serve 
as a viable alternative at a fraction of the price—about 
$1,000 per terabyte per year.

When Redshift became generally available this year, IT 
industry analysts heralded the event as the beginning of a 
mass shift of data warehousing and business intelligence 
(BI) to the public cloud. Some cautioned that the pace of 
the move to the cloud will be gradual, and that Redshift 
may not be a great fit for large companies with heavy 
investments in on-premises data warehousing systems. 
Others pointed out that Redshift is best suited to small 
companies that are building their entire infrastructure—
not just data warehousing—in the Amazon cloud. 

It turns out, however, that interest among Fortune 
1000 companies is higher than expected, according to 

Noel Yuhanna, an analyst at Forrester Research Inc. The 
research company is getting questions about Redshift 
from “quite a few” large organizations, he said. “It’s going 
to be a big trend.” And like all good tech trends, this one 
won’t go unnoticed by major software vendors.

“I’m sure Teradata and Oracle and Microsoft and the 
IBMs of the world are going to start offering more ex-
tensive data warehouse offerings in the public cloud in 
the coming years,” Yuhanna said. “They’re going [to fol-
low suit], because Amazon already has a credible cloud 
offering.”

Large companies interested in Amazon Redshift 
will likely seek to create hybrid data warehousing 

TREND SPOTTER  |  ON THE BEAT

Amazon Redshift Heads for the Big, Big, Big Time

IT’S LOOKING LIKE THE  
BENEFITS OF REDSHIFT AND 
SIMILAR OFFERINGS ARE  
BEGINNING TO OUTWEIGH THE 
DRAWBACKS IN THE MINDS 
OF MANAGERS AT COMPANIES 
LARGE AND SMALL. 

http://searchcloudprovider.techtarget.com/news/2240173984/AWS-introduces-Redshift-big-data-and-business-intelligence-service
http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/news/2240173388/Amazon-RedShift-data-warehouse-sparks-buzz-among-IT-pros
http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/news/2240182181/Amazon-promises-to-lower-AWS-cloud-pricing
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TREND SPOTTER  |  ON THE BEAT

platforms—where some of the BI operations reside 
on-premises and others head to the cloud. For example, a 
company might opt to continue running its traditional BI 
reports in-house while launching a social media or text 
analytics initiative in the cloud. 

The biggest advantage of Amazon’s cloud data ware-
house is the flexibility of running social, mobile and 
other types of analytics scenarios without having to rely 
on IT to build and manage the infrastructure. And that 
can mean more freedom for business users.

But companies considering the service should keep 
some cautions in mind. For one thing, anyone uploading 
information to the cloud will always need to be aware of 
security issues. Depending on the type of company and 
the information being uploaded, additional security mea-
sures may be warranted.

Organizations will also want to consider network 
latency issues. Moving a great deal of information to 
the cloud can take a lot of time, thanks to bandwidth 
constraints and system configuration problems that pop 
up. One way to avoid latency issues and ensure solid 

performance is to run BI applications in the cloud as 
well, so that the data and the applications using the data 
all reside in the Amazon data center.  

But if that approach is out of the question, you can  
always “pony up some more dough,” as late-night talk 
show host David Letterman likes to say.

“Amazon has additional network connectivity into 
their data center,” Yuhanna said. “It’s like a back door. 
But you gotta pay the price for it.” n 

MARK BRUNELLI is news director for the Business Applications and  
Architecture Media Group at TechTarget. Email him at mbrunelli 
@techtarget.com and follow him on Twitter: @Brunola88.

DEPENDING ON THE TYPE OF 
COMPANY AND THE INFORMA-
TION BEING UPLOADED, ADDI-
TIONAL SECURITY MEASURES 
MAY BE WARRANTED. 

http://www.computerweekly.com/news/2240113535/Cloud-business-analytics-full-of-promise-but-hitting-barriers
mailto:mbrunelli@techtarget.com
mailto:mbrunelli@techtarget.com
https://twitter.com/Brunola88
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BI FOCUS 
WAYNE ECKERSON

Find Bliss in the BI Cloud
Hosting business intelligence off-premises might  
seem scary, but soon it will be a necessary and  
normal part of corporate life. For the biggest benefit, 
learn the lay of the land.

COMPANIES HAVE EMBRACED the public cloud for many op-
erational applications, but they’ve been less than eager to 
put business intelligence systems in the cloud. Why? 

BI holds the keys to corporate data, and for security 
and compliance reasons many companies don’t want that 
information to pass beyond the firewall (See “Cloud An-
alytics Still Too Lofty for Most,” Page 16). Plus, robust BI 
applications require custom development, which under-
mines one of the main benefits of using the cloud—fast 
deployment. 

Nonetheless, BI managers will have to face the cloud. 
There are simply too many advantages: Aside from de-
ploying quickly, there’s no hardware to buy or IT people 
to hire, and customers pay a subscription based on usage 
instead of a licensing fee.

So how do you begin? If you’re a startup, the answer 
is simple: Go all-in on the cloud. Most likely, a majority 
of your operational applications will also be cloud-based. 
And, if all your data is already in the cloud, just run your 
BI environment there, too. If you already run your BI 
environment on-premises, however, you need to be more 
tactical. 

Say you have a business unit that has data it doesn’t 
need to share with other departments. That would make 
a good test bed for cloud BI—for example, a bank imple-
menting a cloud-based analytics platform for its wealth 
management division.

Or perhaps you have business analysts who need to 
explore data in the enterprise data warehouse along with 
data outside the corporate firewall. You could use the 
cloud to create a data sandbox, which could replicate the 
information in the data warehouse and allow users to up-
load personal data sets and connect to other cloud-based 
or third-party data. 

Before jumping into a cloud BI project, there are sev-
eral things you should do:

n Evaluate your data security and privacy require-

ments. If your company has strict regulations regarding 
data privacy and security, cloud BI may not be a good 
fit. But don’t rule it out. You could use the cloud for 

http://www.b-eye-network.com/blogs/eckerson/archives/cloud_computing/
http://searchbusinessanalytics.techtarget.com/tutorial/Cloud-BI-and-analytics-Should-the-cloud-be-in-your-BI-forecast
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prototypes, test beds or temporary applications with non-
sensitive data. Or you can request that your cloud pro-
vider put your data on a separate server in its data center.

n Know your sources. Your cloud BI system will need 
to hook into your source systems, and requisite data in-
tegration programs will have to be built to move, clean, 
integrate and aggregate information. Most cloud BI tools 
offer connectors to the major packaged business appli-
cations. If you’re lucky, you can reuse custom extractors 
built for your data warehouse. You can also simply create 
a custom data mart from your data warehouse. 

n Scrutinize data volumes. If your cloud BI system 
needs to ingest large quantities of data every day, you’ll 
need to implement a trickle-feed architecture that cap-
tures changes in source systems and routes them into the 
cloud BI environment in near real time. Make sure your 
cloud BI provider can implement the appropriate hooks 
or agents in your on-site systems and that it supports 
change data capture and trickle feeds. 

n Estimate costs. Once you know projected data vol-
umes, you’re ready to estimate ongoing operational costs. 
Fortunately, the costs of storing data in the cloud have 
dropped precipitously, thanks to Amazon, whose new 
Redshift data warehousing service charges about $1,000 
a year to store a terabyte of data. This will exert signif-
icant downward pressure on cloud BI fees, making the 
cloud even more attractive. 

n Know your users and their needs. Typical business 
users need reports and dashboards that access a fully di-
mensionalized data model and support a range of queries 
and drill-downs in a guided environment. Power users 
need an ad hoc environment that lets them upload and 
merge data and create their own reports and dashboards. 
Before getting started, understand which types of users 
your cloud BI provider is best suited to support. 

n Assess your BI skills. If you have people with BI or 
data warehousing skills on staff, choose a Platform as a 
Service offering that enables you to build your own BI 
environment. If not, you’ll have to get a vendor to build 
and operate a cloud BI environment for you. If you sup-
port only power users, pick a Software as a Service offer-
ing that lets those savvy users upload their own data to 
the cloud to conduct analyses and build ad hoc reports 
and dashboards for colleagues.

Analytics applications have always closely trailed their 
operational brethren. Today, most new operational appli-
cations are designed to run in the cloud. Thus, it stands 
to reason that most new analytics applications will also 
run in the cloud. The ease, convenience and lack of capi-
tal outlays will soon make BI in the cloud inevitable. The 
time to start evaluating cloud BI is now. n

WAYNE ECKERSON is the director of TechTarget’s BI Leadership  
Research unit and president of BI Leader Consulting. Email him  
at weckerson@bileadership.com.

http://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/feature/Data-warehousing-architecture-takes-logical-turn-in-big-data-era
mailto:weckerson%40bileadership.com?subject=
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LIGHTS  
SHINE AMID 
SPARSE ERP 
CLOUD USE
With all the talk of cloud ERP services, manufacturers  
hesitant to move to the cloud risk being left behind.  
But there are ways to—cautiously—stay ahead of  
the curve.   

Give CCI Industries the cloud; 
they’ll see the sun.

The Plymouth, Mich., metal-forming company that 
services the automotive industry has moved as many 
of its ERP functions as possible onto the Plex Online 
package since implementing it in 2010. CCI uses Plex 
Systems Inc.’s cloud ERP services for everything from 
material requirements planning, inventory control 
and purchasing to accounting, quality and production 
control.

“We’ve completely jumped in—or jumped up into—
the cloud with both feet,” said Jeffrey Aznavorian, CCI’s 
vice president, general manager and chief operating offi-
cer. “We’re going with everything.”

CCI plans to move even more of its business processes 
into the cloud. It is held back only by limited time and IT 
resources—not an uncommon barrier for a small manu-
facturer. On the to-do list: tooling, customer relationship 
management (CRM), communications, supplier and 
customer portals and human resources. 

But CCI is way ahead of the game. Despite all the 
“sky’s the limit” buzz at industry conferences, many 
manufacturers are still struggling to move the bulk of 
their ERP functions into a cloud-hosted environment, 

http://searchmanufacturingerp.techtarget.com/feature/Cloud-computing-mobile-top-manufacturing-technology-in-2012
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with security concerns and a general nervousness about 
making the leap from in-house systems fueling the 
reluctance.

“We are in a transitional stage,” said Kimberly Knickle, 
an analyst at IDC Manufacturing Insights in Framing-
ham, Mass., “where we’re seeing a lot of changes in the 
ways companies structure their IT investments and in-
frastructure to incorporate not just cloud, but big data, 
analytics and social.”

The Slog to Cloud ERP
To understand why there aren’t more CCIs out there, 
just look at the barriers that have long stood in the way 
of cloud ERP adoption. One is a puzzle: how best to deal 
with the disparate software systems running individual 
manufacturing facilities. It can become a question of 
whether to scrap the existing systems and start fresh with 
a cloud platform, or somehow move them into a cloud or 
partial cloud environment, said China Martens, an ana-
lyst at Cambridge, Mass., consultancy Forrester Research 
Inc. “For some of the manufacturers that I’ve talked to, 
[moving ERP to the cloud] has been a case of maybe even 
more siloing of their operations than in other industries,” 
she said. “Particularly if they’ve grown by acquisition and 
acquired a plant here and there, they find themselves 
with a whole mix of ERP systems—every plant might 
have its own ERP system.”  

Aznavorian, who knows very well his company is in 
the vanguard of cloud ERP, agrees. “In most cases, what 
I see holding people back is internal legacy systems,” he 

said. “There’s somebody that built the system that’s still 
there, and they’re going to hold on to that.”

Security concerns are another perennial, and per-
sistent, stumbling block to putting ERP in the cloud, 
Knickle said—and unless vendors work to address them, 
skittish manufacturers will keep their systems grounded.

“[As a customer,] I have to be fully confident that the 
vendor has a way to ensure that my information is safe. 
It’s not just preventing security breaches; it’s also in 
terms of being aware that someone is even trying to ac-
cess my company information,” Knickle explained. “Are 
they able to stop those service attacks and know exactly 
what was compromised?” 

Despite the delayed charge into the cloud, all ERP cus-
tomers today—not just those in manufacturing—expect 
their vendors to have some sort of cloud strategy on offer, 
whether they plan to adopt cloud technologies now or 
later or even never, Martens added. “It’s an indication 
that the vendor is looking ahead.” Even if they have no 

JEFFREY AZNAVORIAN, vice 

president, general manager and 

chief operating officer at CCI 

Industries, said his company 

has completely “jumped up into 

the cloud,” using cloud ERP ser-

vices for everything from ma-

terial requirements planning to 

quality and production control.

(Continued on page 15)

http://searchmanufacturingerp.techtarget.com/feature/Minimize-risk-in-cloud-ERP-integrations
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ENTERASYS NETWORKS INC.’S footprints are all over the 

cloud. The networking technology vendor began using 

Salesforce.com’s customer relationship management 

applications in 2003; now it has more than 20 cloud 

apps in use, said Benjamin Doyle, vice president of 

sales enablement and analytics at Enterasys.

The application lineup includes a cloud collabora-

tion and content management system built on tools 

from Box, which offers an alternative to Microsoft’s 

SharePoint software. Doyle said Enterasys “tried for 

years” to use SharePoint in sales but had trouble 

supporting mobile devices and offline access. The Sa-

lem, N.H., company switched to Box’s technology two 

years ago and deployed it enterprisewide after other 

employees began signing up for Box accounts so that 

they could share information with sales workers. 

The cloud collaboration tools support internal and 

external information sharing and provide a document 

repository plus storage for personal files and shared 

folders. They don’t come cheap: Doyle indicated 

that the annual fee runs into six figures. But he said 

Enterasys is saving almost $200,000 a year on no-lon-

ger-needed file servers, more than offsetting the Box 

tab. In addition, workers can access the system from 

anywhere on mobile devices. And Box provides se-

curity and usage monitoring tools that alleviate any 

concerns about data loss, Doyle said: “I have far more 

visibility into what’s happening in our applications 

than I ever did in the past.”

Enterasys isn’t alone in embracing cloud-based 

collaboration and content management—other prom-

inent Box users include Procter & Gamble, Stanford 

University and insurer Nationwide. More vendors are 

getting their cloud stories in order, too. According 

to Shawn Shell, an analyst at Hitachi Consulting, Mi-

crosoft’s new SharePoint 2013 release offers more 

parity on functionality between its on-premises and 

online versions. EMC Corp. announced a “cloud-ready” 

version of its Documentum content management 

software late last year and said in May that it’s devel-

oping Documentum-based public cloud services for 

the energy and life sciences industries.

But content management and collaboration in the 

cloud still have a long way to go before they reach 

the mainstream. In an August 2012 survey of Associ-

ation for Information and Image Management (AIIM) 

members, only 28% of 263 respondents said their 

organizations were using cloud collaboration tools 

in corporate offices; the percentage was even lower 

for collaborating with remote offices, customers and 

business partners. And in another AIIM survey earlier 

this year, 46% of 362 respondents said they were un-

likely to deploy any cloud-based content. n

—Craig Stedman

Collaboration Tools Find a Place in the Cloud

http://searchcontentmanagement.techtarget.com/feature/Cloud-collaboration-is-a-hit-for-MLBs-rich-media-management
http://searchcontentmanagement.techtarget.com/feature/Cloud-collaboration-is-a-hit-for-MLBs-rich-media-management
http://searchcontentmanagement.techtarget.com/tip/SharePoint-2013-release-puts-upgrade-issues-back-in-the-spotlight
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solid cloud ERP roadmap, they recognize the long-term 
potential of the cloud—and vendors with no ERP cloud 
offerings will seem behind the times, she said.

Piece by Piece
Among manufacturers that have adopted cloud ERP 
services, Martens sees a mix of those that put all their 
trust—and all their ERP functionality—in the cloud, and 
those that have some business functions hosted by cloud 
providers but keep others in-house. “These particular 
pieces that have mostly gone in the cloud from manu-
facturers might be supply chain management, human 
capital management and CRM,” she said. “But as far as 
the core of ERP and finance, that still sits on-premises 
largely.”

The approach is generally a gradual one. Take Atlan-
ta-based Anisa International Inc., a midsize manufac-
turer of cosmetic brushes that has one manufacturing 
facility and salespeople scattered across the globe. 
According to Gary Heege, senior vice president of 

finance and IT, the company adopted the NetSuite cloud 
ERP platform when it outgrew its old, Intuit Quick-
Books-based system. “We’re a relatively small company 
and didn’t want the heavy hardware investment that 
comes with, say, Oracle—but we wanted the functional-
ity,” Heege explained. 

Heege said Anisa’s cloud ERP strategy is to pick which 
functions it needs in which order and eventually move 
into the cloud with as much ERP functionality as possi-
ble. A small IT staff and the language barriers involved in 
running a global operation prevented an all-out launch 

into the cloud by forcing the company to roll out 
changes slowly and in segments.

Anisa went live with NetSuite in the U.S. last 
June, and all the company’s major accounting and 
finance data is now in the cloud. The implementa-
tion is still under way, with NetSuite Payroll being 
the latest module the company adopted.

Anisa’s long-term plans also include mov-
ing the systems that support its entire central 

The percentage of companies  
already using, planning or  
researching cloud computing
SOURCE: GARTNER INC.
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GARY HEEGE, senior vice presi-

dent of finance and IT at Anisa 

International Inc., said his 

company his taking a gradual 

approach to putting ERP func-

tionality in the cloud, starting 

with accounting and finance 

data. 

http://searchfinancialapplications.techtarget.com/feature/Cold-medicine-maker-chooses-cloud-ERP-over-legacy-system-upgrade
http://searchfinancialapplications.techtarget.com/feature/Cold-medicine-maker-chooses-cloud-ERP-over-legacy-system-upgrade
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manufacturing facility into the cloud. “It’s a large-scale 
process; it’s not just implanting NetSuite, but it’s about 
understanding our manufacturing processes and how to 

streamline those and get more lean,” Heege said. “We’ll 
layer NetSuite on top of that to really get the data we 
need.”
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BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE VENDORS have been offering Soft-

ware as a Service applications for years, but SaaS BI 

has yet to catch on with users in a big way. Advanced 

analytics users in the cloud are an even scarcer sight.

“We rarely encounter organizations seeking to do 

analytics in the cloud,” said Eric A. King, president and 

founder of The Modeling Agency LLC, a data mining 

and predictive analytics consultancy. According to 

King, more cloud-based analytics tools are becom-

ing available, but customer interest isn’t keeping 

pace—“at least we’re not directly experiencing it in the 

trenches.”

Many organizations are reluctant to send critical BI 

and analytics data outside their corporate firewalls 

because of security concerns. As companies move 

applications to the cloud, “analytics isn’t necessarily 

the first port,” said William McKnight, president of 

McKnight Consulting Group. “Tools in the cloud need 

to gain trust.”

Vendors are trying to raise the profile of cloud ana-

lytics. For example, SAS Institute Inc. this month plans 

to release a new version of its core analytics platform 

that supports public or private cloud deployments. 

And in May, IBM announced a three-year procurement 

services deal with cosmetics maker L’Oreal USA that 

includes a cloud-based analytics component.

IBM itself has been using a private BI and analytics 

cloud since 2009. The cloud system, which has about 

200,000 internal users, started with the company’s 

Cognos BI software and now also includes its predic-

tive analytics and social media analytics tools, with 

more functionality on the way. Meleisa Holek, man-

ager of IBM’s internal business analytics competency 

center, said the cloud approach has created a stan-

dardized technology suite, enabling new BI and analyt-

ics applications to be set up for business units in just 

a week.

But even IBM faces challenges in making the full 

vision of cloud analytics and BI a reality. For example, 

it wanted to build an integrated public cloud to give 

business partners access to the internal system. But 

Cognos doesn’t support multi-tenancy, which forced 

the company to develop a separate cloud system for 

the partners. —C.S.

Cloud Analytics Still Too Lofty for Most

http://searchcloudapplications.techtarget.com/news/2240151397/New-cloud-analytics-and-BI-services-to-use-big-data
http://searchcloudapplications.techtarget.com/news/2240151397/New-cloud-analytics-and-BI-services-to-use-big-data
http://searchbusinessanalytics.techtarget.com/feature/The-buzz-Social-media-analytics-tools-a-must-for-many
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A Cloud-y Future
Martens predicts that the reluctance to move all ERP 
functions to the cloud will ebb—particularly when it 
comes to financial data, often considered too sensitive 
for a hosted environment (See “Finance in the Cloud: 
Not Just a Numbers Game,” Page 23). “As people get 
more comfortable with cloud elsewhere in the business,” 
she said, “they start thinking ‘Where else can I apply 
that? And if I’m worried about my financial data, why 

aren’t I worried about my customer data that’s in the 
cloud and doing well?’ ”

Manufacturers already paying for cloud ERP services 
will also want more bang for their buck, Martens said.  
“I think there’s a lot of pent-up demand and interest.” n

BRENDA COLE is site editor of SearchManufacturingERP.com.  
Email her at bcole@techtarget.com and follow the site on Twitter: 
@ManufacturingTT.
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Types of Public-Cloud SaaS Apps in Use
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IT OPENS  
NEW VISTA
Today, end users can easily sidestep IT to get  
the applications or infrastructures they need.  
This new competition is prompting IT to take action 
—delivering IT as a Service—to stay relevant. 

ARCHITECTURE  |  STEPHANIE NEIL

Jon Peirce jokes that IT in most
businesses resembles a busy depart-
ment of motor vehicles office: People 
wait, demanding service, while em-
ployees work their way through the 
lines with as much patience and effi-
ciency as they can muster.

“That’s the way our IT organization was structured,” 
said Peirce, senior vice president of IT at technology ven-
dor EMC Corp. in Hopkinton, Mass. “Until we realized 
that if we continued to operate IT with that business 
model, we would quickly become irrelevant given the 
options people have.”

Those options are the business services available in 
the cloud. Unlike the DMV, the IT department is not the 
only game in town—anymore, that is. Today, it’s easy for 
someone to download a mobile application onto a com-
pany smartphone, or for a department to subscribe to 
cloud services like Microsoft’s Windows Azure to access 
a virtual computing environment. Known as “shadow 
IT”—the bypassing of traditional corporate channels to 

http://searchcio.techtarget.com/guides/Enterprise-mobile-apps-and-business-software-guide-for-CIOs
http://searchcio.techtarget.com/guides/Enterprise-mobile-apps-and-business-software-guide-for-CIOs
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acquire applications and infrastructure—it’s shaping up 
as a formidable rival to the IT department. And at EMC, 
Peirce realized his team couldn’t compete.  

“People were trying to source around us because IT 
was getting in the way of their business value,” Peirce 
said. “We had to transform the IT model in order to be 
relevant in the future.”

Winging IT
EMC faced a problem familiar to many large compa-
nies—the IT group never had enough capacity to meet 
demand, and there was a big disconnect between a fixed 
IT budget and the need for ever more services. On top of 
that, the company’s revenue more than doubled between 
2005 and 2012, and IT couldn’t keep up with the data 
and storage needs of the growing business. Like many 
IT managers grappling with data surges, Peirce ported 
essential applications to a virtualized environment, elim-
inating legacy infrastructure stacks and reducing equip-
ment costs. By 2010 EMC had virtualized 70% of its 
servers and added storage virtualization in an integrated 

private cloud—all fairly standard technology trends in 
today’s modern data center. But it’s what happened next 
that has analysts pointing to EMC as a trailblazer.

In 2011, EMC’s IT department embraced the man-
aged service mind-set and began offering IT as a Service 
(ITaaS). Operating much like its own business, the group 
no longer needs to spend time provisioning servers; 
rather, it is a broker for sourcing both on-premises and 
off-premises cloud services to other departments. IT 
seeks out the best cloud provider for the business need, 
negotiating price and service-level agreements. 

All services are billed back to the appropriate 
department, which means technology expenses fall 
under the operating budget rather than being con-
sidered a capital expense that would come out of 
the IT budget. 

This is a pivotal point in the evolution of IT, in-
dustry pundits say, as the focus is shifting from a 
communal customer service model gated by a cen-
tralized budget to a usage-based, on-demand setup.

The percentage of businesses 
that will have an enterprise store 
for managing company-sanc-
tioned apps on PCs and mobile 
devices by 2017 SOURCE: GARTNER INC.25

JON PEIRCE, senior vice presi-

dent of IT at technology vendor 

EMC Corp., said business users 

were bypassing IT by down-

loading their own apps, pitting 

the IT department against the 

cloud. 
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In this new world of self-service IT, chief informa-
tion officers are instructing their teams to go beyond 
virtualization and cloud computing to become service 
architects who design enterprise stores for downloading 
company-approved applications, build service catalogues 
with a menu of choices and drive shareholder value by 
supporting company innovation. 

To that end, IT becomes a strategic partner to business 
units, said Dick Csaplar, an analyst at Aberdeen Group 
Inc. And that means developing new expertise. “The 
skills traditional to IT, like coding and project manage-
ment, will still be needed for some mission-critical ap-
plications, but negotiating contracts and managing SLAs 
are the skills that will be required by IT in the future.” 

Getting Personal
Not surprisingly, such a seismic shift in operations re-
quires modifications in the organization as a whole—and 
those don’t happen overnight.

“The biggest challenge for business is not the tech-
nology, but the organizational and governance trans-
formation,” said Wayne Pauley, an analyst at Enterprise 
Strategy Group. Before joining the consultancy in Janu-
ary, Pauley worked at EMC teaching the IT team how to 
be ITaaS architects. He said it’s a process that requires IT 
to become “cloud-capable” and understand new technol-
ogy, including object-oriented programming languages 
like Ruby and Python. 

The switch to ITaaS is a lot of hard work, but it has 
been well worth the effort for EMC. An Enterprise 

The New IT Skill Set
PEOPLE DRAWN TO the IT profession, in general, are 

comfortable tinkering with technology all day. 

But in the new age of IT as a Service, it’s people 

skills that will be most important. 

As a broker of services, the next-generation 

IT department will need to be constructive in 

meeting needs and open to new ideas. Skills such 

as communication, collaboration and consensus 

building are top-priority. “The core competency 

skill that I’m looking for in an individual is the 

ability to influence the client groups and the ser-

vice providers, because it is about the relation-

ship,” said Rajesh Padmanabhan, senior director 

of business application services at Cubist Phar-

maceuticals Inc. in Lexington, Mass.

Many companies are incorporating interper-

sonal training as part of their ITaaS transfor-

mations. Technology vendor EMC, for example, 

brought in experts from its own marketing team 

to help the group rebrand, so to speak. 

“We use communication and evangelism, re-

peating the same message over and over, to get 

people’s muscle memory to change over time,” 

said Jon Peirce, EMC’s senior vice president of 

IT. “And executive support is key. It is a people 

challenge that requires top-down, unequivocal 

support.” n 

http://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/feature/Mobile-business-apps-for-real-but-post-PC-future-likely-a-mirage
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Strategy Group audit of the ITaaS transformation there 
revealed that from 2004—when EMC began its move 
to virtualization—through 2012, maintenance spend-
ing dropped from 80% of total IT outlays to 58%, while 
“innovation spending” increased from 20% to 42%; the 
company also logged $157 million in capital expense 
avoidance and $66 million in operational expense sav-
ings. Furthermore, infrastructure consolidation resulted 
in a 34% increase in energy efficiency. 

“Many organizations are not allowed to talk about 
what they are doing [with ITaaS] because they consider it 
a competitive advantage,” Pauley said.  

At Cubist Pharmaceuticals Inc., a fast-growing bio-
pharmaceutical business in Lexington, Mass., a partner-
ship with TriCore Solutions and other Infrastructure as 
a Service (IaaS) providers enables the IT group to hone 
in-house IT processes as they lean on their partners for 
infrastructure management.

“My customer has choices,” said Rajesh Padmanabhan, 
Cubist’s senior director of business application services. 
“My group is competing with every vendor outside of 
Cubist, which keeps us sharp and focused and helps us 
grow.” 

The ability to focus on services rather than get bogged 
down by daily systems management tasks puts the IT de-
partment in a strategic position, especially as Cubist em-
barks on a five-year mission to expand its footprint and 
double its revenue to $2 billion. “Just having the scalabil-
ity that we do becomes a big part of where IT adds value 
in the new business strategy,” Padmanabhan said.

Paying Up for Better Business
Similarly, San Jose, Calif., networking vendor Cisco Sys-
tems Inc. began its own internal transformation in 2009 
with an IaaS platform designed to provide users with ca-
pacity on demand. That evolved into Cisco IT Elastic In-
frastructure Services (CITEIS), a cloud-based system that 
automates the delivery of IT services through built-in 
workflows. In this “pay for play” setup, users log in to a 
portal to gain access to self-service infrastructure and 
software provisioning. Using its own technology, includ-
ing the Intelligent Automation for Cloud software suite 
and the Unified Computing System server line, Cisco 
whittled down server provisioning from eight weeks to 
just 15 minutes.

“It was hard to maintain at first,” admitted Michael 
Myers, Cisco’s director of technical services for CITEIS. 
“We had subject matter experts writing scripts to create 
the framework. And we were putting together the stack 
that runs our automation and gives us the ability to be 
agile with how we turn up the services.”  

MICHAEL MYERS is technical 

director for Cisco’s IT Elastic 

Infrastructure Services, a cloud-

based operating system that 

automates the delivery of IT 

services.

http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/tip/The-straight-dope-on-Infrastructure-as-a-Service-IaaS-cloud-vendors
http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/tip/The-straight-dope-on-Infrastructure-as-a-Service-IaaS-cloud-vendors
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Now that the Cisco developers have automated the 
self-service provisioning, they are freed up to work on 
projects that bring more value to the business, Myers 
said. And the IT department itself is driving value. Cisco 
employees buy a service, such as Web server, middleware 
or database capabilities, from IT—just as they would 
from a third-party cloud provider. But unlike a service 
provider that pads the cost to increase profit, Cisco users 
are only being charged enough to cover IT costs.

Similarly, EMC charges for ITaaS by the month versus 
in the past when the capital expense was an up-front 
cost and a long-term commitment. As a result, IT has 
more financial transparency. “It opened a lot of eyes in 
our business,” Peirce said. “We had never looked at what 
an end-to-end service costs. It caused us to implement a 
[profit and loss] view of our services to understand the 
unit cost of the service and what happens to that unit 
cost over time as we make investments and scale the vol-
ume of service.”

Today, 92% of EMC’s infrastructure is virtualized, 
but the company’s IT transformation is ongoing. “It’s 

something that will never be complete because it must 
constantly be tuned to adapt to the needs of business,” 
Peirce said. The good news: EMC’s internal IT team can 
now compete more readily with external cloud providers.

“Our initial motivator was fear,” he said. “But now we 
are better business partners. We, as an IT organization, 
are viewed strategically and in a more positive light.” n

STEPHANIE NEIL is a freelance writer and a correspondent for Business 
Information. Email her at stephanieneil@comcast.net.

FOCUSING ON SERVICES  
RATHER THAN GETTING 
BOGGED DOWN BY DAILY  
SYSTEM MANAGEMENT TASKS 
PUTS THE IT DEPARTMENT IN  
A STRATEGIC POSITION.

http://searchdatacenter.techtarget.com/news/2240032598/Early-adopters-sing-self-service-provisioning-praises
mailto:stephanieneil@comcast.net
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Finance in the Cloud:
Not Just a Numbers Game
As more organizations put their trust in the cloud, many 
will put financial applications in it as well. Before making 
that leap, make sure your process is sound.

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICERS have long resisted using cloud-
based financial management applications. They’d cry, 
“What about security? What about privacy?” Despite 
assurances from IT experts that a public cloud is often 
more secure than an internal data center, most CFOs 
wouldn’t budge. Now the resistance is starting to melt 
away. 

A survey conducted by Financial Executives Interna-
tional (FEI), an association of senior finance managers, 
and IT research company Gartner Inc. showed that a 
majority of CFOs and controllers expect to move half 
of their transaction processing to Software as a Service 
(SaaS) platforms by 2016. And by the look of claims 
cloud financial software vendors make, demand is 
taking off. 

If you want to hop the cloud train, consider your pro-
cess management strategy. A cloud initiative undertaken 
for sizeable cost savings may not prove so clever in the 
long run.

“Where the financial systems reside is not as im-
portant as how well the end-to-end financial process is 
designed and the level of service you need to provide to 
the business,” said Mahesh Shetty, CFO of Encore Enter-
prises Inc., a commercial real-estate company in Dallas. 
Shetty is a big fan of cloud-based finance software—he 
uses SaaS for payroll, accounting, payables processing 
and disbursements. But, he cautioned, “if you have not 
already done the hard work of, say, standardizing on a 
single chart of accounts, moving to the cloud is no pana-
cea. No software change is going to solve problems that 
stem from failure to optimize the process.” 

So before moving to the cloud, ask yourself some 
questions: What’s my organization’s mission? Does the 
business side really want us to get more involved in influ-
encing performance with advanced revenue modeling? 
Or do they want us to stick to the nuts-and-bolts of trans-
action management, general ledger accounting, compli-
ance and performance reporting? What will we do with 
our transaction processing staff if we move to the cloud? 
Are we prepared for the change-management issues that 
will arise? 

http://searchfinancialapplications.techtarget.com/photostory/2240162778/Five-reasons-to-trust-cloud-financial-applications/6/Cloud-finance-applications-are-cost-effective
http://searchfinancialapplications.techtarget.com/guides/Excel-tips-tricks-for-financial-accounting
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Clients are also asking vendors probing questions 
about cloud-based finance, said Brad DeMent, of man-
agement consultancy ScottMadden Inc. That’s because 
companies are looking to penetrate more markets. The 
trend is to move from a regional shared-services model to 
a global operating model, referred to as global business 
services. It usually entails new technology investments, 
modifications to existing systems or alterations to system 
interfaces. 

First, he said, determine whether a vendor has experi-
ence integrating its cloud application with the company’s 
brand of ERP. “Confirm exactly which capabilities will 
and will not be available to you,” DeMent said. “You don’t 
want to find out after you’ve signed the contract that 
your vendor has never before performed an integration 
with your ERP software or cannot interface with your 
homegrown supporting systems.” 

Find out how easy it is to unplug from the cloud ap-
plication. “The sales pitch is that ‘it’s easy to unhook if 
we don’t exceed your expectations,’ but that may not be 
true,” DeMent said. Once people get used to a system, it’s 
not easy to get them un-used to it. The smart move is to 
involve the vendor’s technical people in the sales process. 

The vexing issue for multinational companies is 
whether a cloud-based application will work well across 
different compliance requirements. For example, a local 
tax authority may require a value-added tax to be added 
to an invoice in a particular format, or it may insist that 
invoices be imprinted with certain seals or government 
coding. Such requirements can be addressed easily 

enough if the vendor is willing to make modifications, 
DeMent said. But the cloud model is predicated on stan-
dardization, not customization. It’s best to raise these 
issues early in the conversation.

Finally, perform due diligence on the vendor’s disas-
ter-recovery capabilities. How did it do when put to the 
test? DeMent tells the story of a transaction-processing 
center in India. A submarine hit an undersea cable, and 
that disrupted processing. The company recovered by 
quickly transferring to a redundant site in Europe. Be 
sure to press cloud vendors about having that capabil-
ity—or ask to see evidence of a plan to support business 
continuity in a disaster. You are trusting someone with 
your critical data, so be sure it will be well cared for. n

MARY DRISCOLL is senior research fellow at APQC, a Houston-based 
nonprofit that provides expertise on business benchmarking and best 
practices. Email her at mdriscoll@apqc.org.

ONCE PEOPLE GET USED  
TO A SYSTEM, IT’S NOT EASY  
TO GET THEM UN-USED TO  
IT. THE SMART MOVE IS TO  
INVOLVE THE VENDOR’S  
TECHNICAL PEOPLE IN THE 
SALES PROCESS.

http://searchcloudapplications.techtarget.com/feature/Cloud-application-development-and-cloud-API-FAQs
mailto:mdriscoll@apqc.org
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CLOUD SECURITY CONCERNS still knit the brows of business 
and software decision makers, from software developers 
and architects to CEOs and CIOs, according to anecdotal 
and statistical evidence. 

Anecdotal? The house was packed for the “Security 
in 2013” session at the Amazon Web Services Summit 
2013 in San Francisco. Statistical? Surveys by TechTarget 
Inc.—which publishes Business Information—from the 
cloud’s early days through a Cloud Pulse Survey con-
ducted earlier this year show that security is the biggest 
barrier to cloud adoption. 

There’s not enough security in cloud environments, 
according to more than 32% of the new survey’s 
nearly 1,300 business and IT respondents. About 34% 
were put off by not having enough control over cloud 

environments. Other companies’ surveys reveal higher 
levels of concern about security. Concerns about secu-
rity are impeding enterprise cloud adoption for 54% of 
respondents to a recent Trend Micro survey, according 
to AWS Summit speaker J.D. Sherry, a former enterprise 
CIO who’s now global director of technology and systems 
for Trend Micro.

So who’s responsible for specific areas of security in 
the cloud? Organizations make the assumption that 
cloud providers are providing security services they are 
not, said Dan Cornell, president of Denim Group, a se-
curity software vendor and consultancy in San Antonio. 
“Because it was easy to set up cloud servers, they think 
someone [with the cloud provider] is paying attention to 
them. In a lot of cases, no one is.”

Both providers and customers are accountable for the 
chronic aura of fear about cloud services and applications 
security, Cornell said. A lack of information from cloud 
service providers about the division of security responsi-
bilities and inefficient analysis and magical thinking by 
cloud users are to blame, he added. 

The good news is that some cloud services providers 
have moved security information from the fine print. 
Amazon, for example, takes care of security for its in-
house systems and infrastructure, “but they don’t want 
to be in the database [security] business,” Trend Micro’s 

Enterprise Cloud Services: 
Who’s Responsible?
Often, security is the No. 1 concern with cloud adoption. 
Naturally, companies want to know who’s keeping  
watch over their data, and how they’re doing it.

HINDSIGHT 
JAN STAFFORD

http://searchcloudstorage.techtarget.com/photostory/2240180374/Survey-finds-cloud-storage-implementation-growing-but-cautious/1/Cloud-storage-applications-dominated-by-data-protection
http://searchcloudapplications.techtarget.com/tip/Reusable-cloud-tools-gap-fuels-app-security-quest
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Sherry said. “CIOs and practitioners are responsible for 
security and service deployment. Customers do need to 
take responsibility for securing their services running in 
the cloud.”

Taking on the customer-side responsibilities for cloud 
application and service security is a big stretch for com-
panies’ current security systems, largely because of the 
dynamic nature of cloud services. 

It’s hard to get typical enterprise security processes to 
work in a cloud environment. “Where you run into trou-
ble in the cloud is the ability to scale up a lot of servers 
faster,” Cornell explained. “Your standard processes for 
provisioning and reprovisioning may not be able to han-
dle this.”

Another option is Security as a Service, adoption of 
which will increase over the next year, according to the 
Cloud Pulse results. About 6% of the respondents use 
security services now, but 17.3% plan to use them in the 
next year. The majority, 54%, will use security services to 
augment existing internal security processes.

Vendor lock-in fears are also still with us in the secu-
rity services realm. In choosing cloud vendors, as in war, 
exit strategies are direly needed, and failing to create 
them can be disastrous. n

JAN STAFFORD is an executive editor for TechTarget’s Business  
Applications and Architecture Media Group. Email her at jstafford 
@techtarget.com.

Websites featured in this issue of Business Information are 
SearchBusinessAnalytics.com, SearchDataManagement.com, 
SearchFinancialApplications.com, SearchManufacturingERP 
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